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All the Shah's Men 2008

brimming with insights into middle eastern history and american foreign policy this book is an eye opening look at an event whose
unintended consequences islamic revolution and violent anti americanism have shaped the modern world

Global Rules 2014-09-11

the second world war created and the cold war sustained a special relationship between america and britain and the terms on
which that decades long conflict ended would become the foundation of a new world order in this penetrating analysis a new
history of recent global politics author james cronin explores the dramatic reconfiguring of western foreign policy that was
necessitated by the interlinked crises of the 1970s and the resulting global shift toward open markets a movement that was
eagerly embraced and encouraged by the u s u k partnership cronin s bold revisionist argument questions long perceived views of
post world war ii america and its position in the world especially after vietnam the author details the challenges the
economic transition of the 1970s and 1980s engendered as the united states and great britain together actively pursued their
shared ideal of an international assemblage of market based democratic states cronin also addresses the crises that would
sorely test the system in subsequent decades from human rights violations and genocide in the balkans and africa to 9 11 and
militant islamism in the middle east to the great recession of 2008

Women in the Middle East 2012-08-09

written by a pioneer in the field of middle eastern women s history women in the middle east is a concise comprehensive and
authoritative history of the lives of the region s women since the rise of islam nikki keddie shows why hostile or apologetic
responses are completely inadequate to the diversity and richness of the lives of middle eastern women and she provides a
unique overview of their past and rapidly changing present the book also includes a brief autobiography that recounts keddie s
political activism as one of the first women in middle east studies positioning women within their individual economic situations
identities families and geographies women in the middle east examines the experiences of women in the ottoman empire and turkey in
iran and in all the arab countries keddie discusses the interaction of a changing islam with political cultural and
socioeconomic developments in doing so she shows that like other major religions islam incorporated ideas and practices of
male superiority but also provoked challenges to them keddie breaks with notions of middle eastern women as faceless victims
and assesses their involvement in the rise of modern nationalist socialist and islamist movements while acknowledging that
conservative trends are strong she notes that there have been significant improvements in middle eastern women s suffrage
education marital choice and health

Strange Rebels 2014-03-11

few moments in history have seen as many seismic transformations as 1979 that single year marked the emergence of
revolutionary islam as a political force on the world stage the beginning of market revolutions in china and britain that
would fuel globalization and radically alter the international economy and the first stirrings of the resistance movements in
eastern europe and afghanistan that ultimately led to the collapse of the soviet union more than any other year in the latter
half of the twentieth century 1979 heralded the economic political and religious realities that define the twenty first in
strange rebels veteran journalist christian caryl shows how the world we live in today and the problems that plague it began
to take shape in this pivotal year 1979 he explains saw a series of counterrevolutions against the progressive consensus
that had dominated the postwar era the year s epic upheavals embodied a startling conservative challenge to communist and
socialist systems around the globe fundamentally transforming politics and economics worldwide in china 1979 marked the
start of sweeping market oriented reforms that have made the country the economic powerhouse it is today 1979 was also
the year that pope john paul ii traveled to poland confronting communism in eastern europe by reigniting its people s suppressed
catholic faith in iran meanwhile an islamic revolution transformed the nation into a theocracy almost overnight
overthrowing the shah s modernizing monarchy further west margaret thatcher became prime minister of britain returning it to a
purer form of free market capitalism and opening the way for ronald reagan to do the same in the us and in afghanistan a soviet
invasion fueled an islamic holy war with global consequences the afghan mujahedin presaged the rise of al qaeda and served as
a key factor along with john paul s journey to poland in the fall of communism weaving the story of each of these
counterrevolutions into a brisk gripping narrative strange rebels is a groundbreaking account of how these far flung events
and disparate actors and movements gave birth to our modern age

Constructing America's Freedom Agenda for the Middle East 2013

this book generates a greater understanding and critique of the george w bush administration s freedom agenda for the middle
east and north africa
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The Politics and Security of the Gulf 2010-01-21

since the 19th century the gulf region has been an area of intense interest having been influenced first by the british and more
recently by the americans this book charts the changing security and political priorities of these two powers and how they
have shaped the region adopting a narrative approach the author provides background history on british involvement from the
19th century and a detailed analysis of the years after the second world war when oil supply became more critical he covers
the growth of us influence and the british withdrawal and follows more recent changes as the us built up its military presence
following desert storm and the invasion of iraq looking at the three enduring missions fulfilled by the british maintaining
interstate order protecting the free flow of commerce which later included petroleum and keeping out other great powers the
book demonstrates how these had by 1991 been assumed almost entirely by the american leaders a comprehensive and thorough
look at the history of the gulf and the contemporary issues affecting the region this will be essential reading for students of
middle east history military history and diplomatic history visit the author s website at thepoliticsandsecurityofthegulf com
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The Oldest Trick in the Book 2020-07-03

this book investigates the normalisation of blame shifting within ideological discourse as a broad feature of history working
from churchill s truism that history is written by the victors to that end it explores historical episodes of political
persecution carried out under cover of moral panic highlighting the process of othering common to each and theorising a
historical model of panic driven scapegoating from the results building this model from case studies in witch panic communist
panic and terrorist panic respectively the oldest trick in the book builds an argument that features common to each case
study reflect broader historical patterning consistent with churchill s maxim on this basis it argues that the periodic
construction of bogeymen or folk demons is a useful device for enabling the kind of victim playing and victim blaming critical to
protecting elite privilege during periods of crisis and that in being a recurring theme historically panic driven scapegoating
retains great ongoing value to the privileged and powerful and thus conspicuously remains an ongoing feature of world
politics

America on the Brink 2023-05-01

the american government through its media has convinced most americans to support the ukrainian government this books
shows why this is a mistake the united states promised mikhail gorbachev that nato would not expand one inch eastward and
there had been ample warnings by george kennan and others that moving nato eastward especially moving into georgia and
ukraine would cause problems for russia in ukraine prior to 2014 ukrainian and russian speakers were coexisting tolerably
well but in 2013 and 2014 neocons in obama s administration engineered a coup with help from neo nazis turning ukraine into a
russia hating nation the war in ukraine began that year not in 2022 when russia attacked in order to protect the russian
speaking regions under attack by the new coup government in kiev although this book is primarily about the war in ukraine it
also shows how in one sense the war in ukraine is simply one more instance in the trajectory of american imperialism as
illustrated by previous us interventions in iran guatemala cuba brazil greece dominican republic panama and iraq in another
sense this war reveals just how committed america is to maintaining a unipolar world order because this war illustrates that
america is willing to threaten nuclear holocaust it is almost as if people in the u s state department and military believe that
life is not worth living unless the us can control the world

Rear Admiral Larry Chambers, USN 2018-01-12

the first african american aircraft carrier commander rear admiral lawrence cleveland chambers 1929 played a prominent role
as captain of the uss midway during the vietnam war during the evacuation of saigon known as operation frequent wind he
famously ordered several uh 1 helicopters pushed overboard to make room for an escaping south vietnamese air force major to
land his cessna chambers who had only commanded midway for a few weeks gave the order believing wrongly that he would be
court martialed for the 10 million loss this biography covers his early life and military career including his role in the
desegregation of the u s navy during a period racial strife

A War It Was Always Going to Lose 2010-11-30

jeffrey record has specialized in investigating the causes of war in the specter of munich reconsidering the lessons of appeasing
hitler potomac books inc 2006 he contended that hitler could not have been deterred from going to war by any action the
allies could plausibly have taken in beating goliath why insurgencies win potomac books inc 2007 record reviewed eleven
insurgencies and evaluated the reasons for their success or failure including the insurgents stronger will to prevail wanting
war why the bush administration invaded iraq potomac books inc 2009 includes one of record s most cogent explanations of
why an often uncritical belief in one s own victory is frequently but not always a critical component of the decision to make
war record incorporates the lessons of these earlier books in his latest a war it was always going to lose why japan
attacked america in 1941 the attack on pearl harbor is one of the most perplexing cases in living memory of a weaker power
seeming to believe that it could vanquish a clearly superior force on closer inspection however record finds that japan did not
believe it could win yet the japanese imperial command decided to attack the united states anyway conventional explanations
that japan s leaders were criminally stupid wildly deluded or just plumb crazy don t fully answer all our questions record
finds instead he argues the japanese were driven by an insatiable appetite for national glory and economic security via the
conquest of east asia the scope of their ambitions and their fear of economic destruction overwhelmed their knowledge that
the likelihood of winning was slim and propelled them into a war they were always going to lose

Confronting Global Terrorism and American Neo-Conservatism 2008-02-07

liberal intellectuals and political leaders have been slow to articulate a grand strategy informed by liberal values for
confronting global terrorism this book outlines the framework of a liberal strategy and exposes the costs of the neo
conservative alternative that has driven us foreign policy since 9 11

Politics of Oil and Nuclear Technology in Iran 2020-02-19

this book focuses on oil politics and the development of nuclear technology in iran providing a broader historical context to
understand iran s foreign relations and nuclear policy the author assesses iran s encounters with the west in light of major
confrontations both in terms of open conflict as well as controversies surrounding treaties with foreign powers in seeking to
understand the geopolitics of oil in direct parallel to the geopolitics of nuclear technology the book concentrates on iran s
struggles to nationalize its oil neo colonialism the formation of the oil consortium and the more recent us backtracking on
the nuclear deal with iran

War Echoes 2014-07-10

war echoes examines how latina o cultural production has engaged with u s militarism in the post viet nam era analyzing
literature alongside film memoir and activism ariana e vigil highlights the productive interplay among social political and
cultural movements while exploring latina o responses to u s intervention in central america and the middle east these
responses evolved over the course of the late twentieth and early twenty first centuries from support for anti imperial war
as seen in alejandro murguia s southern front to the disavowal of all war articulated in works such as demetria martinez s
mother tongue and camilo mejia s road from ar ramadi with a focus on how issues of race class gender and sexuality intersect
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and are impacted by war and militarization war echoes illustrates how this country s bellicose foreign policies have played an
integral part in shaping u s latina o culture and identity and given rise to the creation of works that recognize how militarized
violence and values such as patriarchy hierarchy and obedience are both enacted in domestic spheres and propagated abroad

Autobiography of a Blue-eyed Devil 2014-03-18

in an updated second edition of her follow up to the cult classic cunt inga muscio asserts that the history taught in schools
and perpetuated in all areas of life in the us is in fact a marketing brand developed by powerful people to maintain gross
inequities with autobiography of a blue eyed devil it s muscio s turn to take americans on a tour through our history from
columbus to today whose country is this has democracy ever really existed with her trademark ability to deconstruct
reality and expose truths that allow us to see our culture and ourselves more clearly muscio delves deep to answer these
fundamental questions includ ing chapters such as god told me to kill you on religious intolerance from the 1600s to the
1800s and postage stamp redemptions in which she challenges the myth that white supremacy and imperialism in the us ended
with the civil rights movement muscio offers new perspectives on our history that might shock even the most ardent
alternative history buff

United States Foreign Policy and the Prospects for Peace Education 2008-03-31

in light of the united states age of terrorism and the controversial involvement in the war in iraq u s policies toward
diplomatic peace education are coming under increasing scrutiny this book evaluates the prospects for effective u s peace
education in the context of post 1945 u s foreign policy the work first documents the disparity between u s pronouncements
about protecting human rights and the country s systematic erosion of those rights in the international arena second it
evaluates the challenges that the war on terrorism poses for peace education and explores the importance of international
treaties in upholding security a final section explores new ways of thinking and relating that are ultimately necessary for the
realization of nonviolent peacekeeping efforts designed as a resource text for u s educators the text offers concrete
proposals for addressing contentious foreign policy issues in the classroom and includes an appendix of primary documents and
sample questions for easy use

America’s Covert Border War 2021-02-02

this thirteen year work of journalism finally settles one of the nation s most controversial and politically powerful ideas
about the american southern border that islamic jihadists might infiltrate it and commit terrorist acts perhaps no other idea
about the border has sown more conflict claims counterclaims rebuttals and false narratives on all sides this book provides
a first comprehensive neutral baseline of truth about the threat goring oxen on both sides of the partisan divide it documents
an ambitious and intrigue laden covert american war on terror effort that stretches from the mexican border to the tip of
south america its existence to protect the homeland from terrorist infiltration was often regarded as entirely imagined until
migrating jihadists recently started killing and wounding hundreds in europe americans concerned by unchecked global migration
porous borders and national security also may feel surprised to learn that thousands of long haul migrants from the islamic
world similarly breach the us mexican border each year among them hardened jihadists despite media insistence that none of this
traffic exists it does the secret american campaign has prevented land border infiltration attack on us soil safeguarding an
unknowing nation so far from europe s bloody ongoing experience but this geographically sprawling effort is suffering from
denialism and neglect at america s peril just as europe was before its calamity how much longer can these programs keep
america safe without the public recognition that they exist and the needed care and attention that acknowledgment would
bring this book is much more than revelation and complaint it provides solutions to better protect the homeland from this
chronically misunderstood border threat

The Shock Doctrine 2010-04-01

the bestselling author of no logo shows how the global free market has exploited crises and shock for three decades from
chile to iraq in her groundbreaking reporting naomi klein introduced the term disaster capitalism whether covering baghdad after
the u s occupation sri lanka in the wake of the tsunami or new orleans post katrina she witnessed something remarkably similar
people still reeling from catastrophe were being hit again this time with economic shock treatment losing their land and homes
to rapid fire corporate makeovers the shock doctrine retells the story of the most dominant ideology of our time milton
friedman s free market economic revolution in contrast to the popular myth of this movement s peaceful global victory klein
shows how it has exploited moments of shock and extreme violence in order to implement its economic policies in so many parts
of the world from latin america and eastern europe to south africa russia and iraq at the core of disaster capitalism is the
use of cataclysmic events to advance radical privatization combined with the privatization of the disaster response itself
klein argues that by capitalizing on crises created by nature or war the disaster capitalism complex now exists as a booming
new economy and is the violent culmination of a radical economic project that has been incubating for fifty years

Oil, Power, and War 2020-02-20

the story of oil is one of hubris fortune betrayal and destruction it is the story of a resource that has been undeniably
central to the creation of our modern culture and ever present during the darkest exploits of empire the world over for the
past 150 years oil has become the most essential ingredient for economic military and political power and it has brought us
to our present moment in which political leaders and the fossil fuel industry consider extraordinary and extraordinarily
dangerous policy on a world stage marked by shifting power bases upending the conventional wisdom by crafting a people s
history award winning journalist matthieu auzanneau deftly traces how oil became a national and then global addiction
outlines the enormous consequences of that addiction sheds new light on major historical and contemporary figures and raises
new questions about stories we thought we knew well what really sparked the oil crises in the 1970s the shift away from
the gold standard at bretton woods or even the financial crash of 2008 how has oil shaped the events that have defined our
times two world wars the cold war the great depression ongoing wars in the middle east the advent of neoliberalism and the
great recession among them with brutal clarity oil power and war exposes the heavy hand oil has had in all of our lives and
illustrates how much heavier that hand could get during the increasingly desperate race to control the last of the world s
easily and cheaply extractable reserves
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Business Week 2003

barbara zanchetta analyzes the evolution of american soviet relations during the 1970s from the rise of d�tente during the
nixon administration to the policy s crisis and fall during the final years of the carter presidency this study traces lines of
continuity among the nixon ford and carter administrations and assesses its effects on the ongoing redefinition of america s
international role in the post vietnam era against the background of superpower cooperation in arms control dr zanchetta
analyzes aspects of the global bipolar competition including u s china relations the turmoil in iran and afghanistan and the
crises in angola and the horn of africa in doing so she unveils both the successful transformation of american international
power during the 1970s and its long term problematic legacy

The Transformation of American International Power in the 1970s 2014

in the wake of the september 11 attacks president george w bush drew a line in the sand saying either you are with us or you
are with the terrorists since 9 11 many counterterrorism partners have been both with and against the united states helping it
in some areas and hindering it in others this has been especially true in the middle east africa and south asia where the terrorist
groups that threaten america are most concentrated because so many aspects of u s counterterrorism strategy are dependent
on international cooperation the united states has little choice but to work with other countries making the most of these
partnerships is fundamental to the success of the war on terror yet what the united states can reasonably expect from its
counterterrorism partners and how to get more out of them remain too little understood in with us and against us stephen
tankel analyzes the factors that shape counterterrorism cooperation examining the ways partner nations aid international
efforts as well as the ways they encumber and impede effective action he considers the changing nature of counterterrorism
exploring how counterterrorism efforts after 9 11 critically differ both from those that existed beforehand and from
traditional alliances focusing on u s partnerships with algeria egypt mali pakistan saudi arabia and yemen against al qaeda
isis and other terrorist organizations tankel offers nuanced propositions about what the u s can expect from its
counterterrorism partners depending on their political and security interests threat perceptions and their relationships with
the united states and with the terrorists in question with us and against us offers a theoretically rich and policy relevant
toolkit for assessing and improving counterterrorism cooperation devising strategies for mitigating risks and getting the most
out of difficult partnerships

With Us and Against Us 2018-05-22

the decades long cold war was more than a bipolar conflict between two superpowers it had implications for the entire world
in this accessible comprehensive retelling carole k fink provides new insights and perspectives on key events with an emphasis on
people power and ideas cold war goes beyond us ussr relations to explore the cold war from an international perspective
including developments in africa asia and latin america fink also offers a broader time line of the cold war than any other text
charting the lead up to the conflict from the russian revolution to world war ii and discussing the aftermath of the cold war
up to the present day the second edition reflects the latest research and scholarship and offers additional information about
the post cold war period including the new cold war with russia for today s students and history buffs cold war is the
consummate book on this complex conflict

Cold War 2016-12-13

in this comprehensive and unique theory practice study ofer israeli examines complex effects of international relations relating
to various indirect intended and unintended consequences of intentional human action these effects may be desirable or
undesirable overt or covert anticipated or surprising foreseeable but unanticipated and anticipated but simultaneously
neglected or discounted israeli focuses on six case studies from the middle east analyzing the unexpected and accidental
results of interventions in this region by the united states the united kingdom and other western powers during the cold war
from this research he develops a complex causal mechanism or practical tool that countries may use to implement foreign
policy with the goal of reducing the number of conflicts and wars globally especially in the middle east

Complex Effects of International Relations 2020-11-01

today iran is once again in the headlines reputed to be developing nuclear weapons the future of iraq s next door neighbor is a
matter of grave concern both for the stability of the region and for the safety of the global community president george w
bush labeled it part of the axis of evil and rails against the country s authoritarian leadership yet as bush trumpets the
spread of democracy throughout the middle east few note that iran has one of the longest running experiences with democracy
in the region in this book ali gheissari and vali nasr look at the political history of iran in the modern era and offer an in depth
analysis of the prospects for democracy to flourish there after having produced the only successful islamist challenge to
the state a revolution and an islamic republic iran is now poised to produce a genuine and indigenous democratic movement in the
muslim world democracy in iran is neither a sudden development nor a western import gheissari and nasr argue the concept of
democracy in iran today may appear to be a reaction to authoritarianism but it is an old idea with a complex history one that
is tightly interwoven with the main forces that have shaped iranian society and politics institutions identities and interests
indeed the demand for democracy first surfaced in iran a century ago at the end of the qajar period and helped produce iran s
surprisingly liberal first constitution in 1906 gheissari and nasr seek to understand why democracy failed to grow roots and
lost ground to an autocratic iranian state why was democracy absent from the ideological debates of the 1960s and
1970s most important why has it now become a powerful social political and intellectual force how have modernization
social change economic growth and the experience of the revolution converged to make this possible

Democracy in Iran 2006-06-15

involving students in real historical problems that convey powerful lessons about u s history these thought provoking
activities combine core content with valuable practice in decision making critical thinking and understanding multiple
perspectives o reilly an experienced award winning teacher has students tackle fascinating historical questions that put
students in the shoes of a range of people from the past from the rich and famous to ordinary citizens each lesson can be done
either as an in depth activity or as a quick motivator detailed teacher pages give step by step instructions list key
vocabulary terms offer troubleshooting tips present ideas for post activity discussions and furnish lists of related sources
reproducible student handouts clearly lay out the decision making scenarios provide outcomes and present related primary
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source readings and or images with analysis questions page 4 of cover

Cold War & 1950s 2007

this book is an augustinian interrogation of contemporary christian accounts of empire just war and terrorism though
augustine s voice has guided much of the christian discourse in these conjoined arenas it has not shielded his work from being
misappropriated to serve ends that are inimical to his own the us war on terror is the most recent and egregious example of
violence that many theologians have unjustly baptized as augustinian by reading augustine pastorally rather than merely
polemically this work offers a counter narrative and an alternative praxis for the american christian trying to reconcile her
baptism with her citizenship

Imperial Pilgrims 2022-03-29

in march 1988 during the iran iraq war thousands were killed in a chemical attack in a remote town in iraqi kurdistan in the
aftermath of the horror confusion reigned over who had carried it out each side accusing the other in the ongoing bloodbath
of the iran iraq war as the fog lifted the responsibility of saddam hussein s regime was revealed and with it the tacit support
of iraq s western allies this book by a veteran observer of human rights in the middle east tells the story of the gassing of
halabja it shows how iraq was able to develop ever more sophisticated chemical weapons and target iranian soldiers and
kurdish villagers as america looked the other way today as iraq disintegrates and the middle east sinks further into turmoil
these policies are coming back to haunt america and the west

A Poisonous Affair 2007-06-18

concise yet comprehensive this one volume reference examines the history of terrorism in the modern world including its origins
and development and terrorist acts by groups and individuals from the french revolution to today organized thematically and
regionally it outlines major developments in conflicts that involved terrorism the history of terrorist groups key aspects of
counterterrorist policy and specific terrorist incidents initial chapters explore terrorism as a social force and analyze the
use of terrorism as a political tool both historically and in the contemporary world subsequent chapters focus on different
parts of the world and consider terrorism as a part of larger disputes each chapter begins with a historical introduction and
analysis of the topic or region followed by one or more chronologies that trace events within political and social contexts
a glossary selected bibliography and detailed index are also included

Chronologies of Modern Terrorism 2015-01-28

this book explores america s decline as a global power arguing that the implosion of pax americana was initiated by the
process of globalization preceding the collapse of the soviet union by nearly a decade the era of pax americana and with it
american hegemony is conclusively passed and will not return in current global conditions there is a stark contrast between
the present epoch and the postwar era of american hegemony 1945 1979 in which the united states at least outside of the
soviet sphere of influence largely managed the international economy and reigned over international politics and relations
drawing on both theoretical and empirical evidence this book shows that the era of globalization unleashed forces social
political and economic which broke down the status quo of american hegemony author cyrus bina also establishes that since
the iranian revolution 1979 us involvement throughout the middle east in iraq afghanistan libya syria yemen and now notably
in ukraine has been motivated by the freefall of american hegemony and an attempt to get it back by direct or indirect military
force bina utilizes these contexts for wider analysis and critique of a number of theories commonly used to analyze economy
polity geopolitical and dynamics of crisis and social change in capitalism this book will be of great interest to students
academics and policymakers on subjects of economics international relations global studies international political economy
political geography sociology and postwar history

Globalization and the Decline of American Power 2022-11-23

tyranny war corruption and terrorism follow oil and other natural resources because of the same law that once allowed
the slave trade and genocide conquest and apartheid political philosopher leif wenar shows how the west can lead the world
beyond blood oil and conflict minerals to a more united enlightened future

Blood Oil 2016

examines the last forty years of iranian and middle eastern history through the prism of the green uprisings of 2009

Contesting the Iranian Revolution 2020-03-19

first published in 2015 this collection holds three volumes terrorism is a term that defies easy definition and its meaning has
also changed over the course of history because this encyclopedia aims at comprehensiveness across time geography and the
conceptual landscape it applies the broadest definition of terrorism the use of violence or the threat of violence to effect
political change through fear in which the victims of the violence the encyclopedia is divided into six parts

������������������ 2010

why the world s most resilient dictatorships are products of violent revolution revolution and dictatorship explores why
dictatorships born of social revolution such as those in china cuba iran the soviet union and vietnam are extraordinarily
durable even in the face of economic crisis large scale policy failure mass discontent and intense external pressure few other
modern autocracies have survived in the face of such extreme challenges drawing on comparative historical analysis steven
levitsky and lucan way argue that radical efforts to transform the social and geopolitical order trigger intense
counterrevolutionary conflict which initially threatens regime survival but ultimately fosters the unity and state building
that supports authoritarianism although most revolutionary governments begin weak they challenge powerful domestic and
foreign actors often bringing about civil or external wars these counterrevolutionary wars pose a threat that can destroy
new regimes as in the cases of afghanistan and cambodia among regimes that survive however prolonged conflicts give rise to a
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cohesive ruling elite and a powerful and loyal coercive apparatus this leads to the downfall of rival organizations and
alternative centers of power such as armies churches monarchies and landowners and helps to inoculate revolutionary
regimes against elite defection military coups and mass protest three principal sources of authoritarian breakdown looking at
a range of revolutionary and nonrevolutionary regimes from across the globe revolution and dictatorship shows why
governments that emerge from violent conflict endure

World Terrorism: An Encyclopedia of Political Violence from Ancient Times to the
Post-9/11 Era 2015-03-10

genocide crimes against humanity war crimes ethnic cleansing are terms which in recent years have entered common usage the
worst cases of these crimes seen in the yugoslav secession conflict and the rwandan slaughter resulted in attempts by the
international legal community to initiate an international mechanism for establishing criminal accountability in 1998 after
many states signed the rome statute it was expected that justice would prevail over state power and impunity be eliminated
however there is a serious question mark over the effectiveness of this process that is the starting point for this collection it
is not an acclamatory collection that is meant to celebrate the undoubted advances of international criminal justice the
articles in the first part show the importance of comparative criminal law research to the development of international
criminal justice and in the second part they deal with the foundations substantive and procedural aspects of international
criminal law

Revolution and Dictatorship 2022-09-13

for the first time since the end of the cold war the world is steadily becoming less democratic though the true culprits are
dictators and counterfeit democrats the west is often complicit in contributing to the global decline of democracy in pursuit
of short term economic and political objectives governments in washington london and brussels ultimately make the world
less prosperous and stable as brian klaas argues in this new book this is in nobody s interests least of all western
democracies it is time for a rethink the despot s accomplice draws on interviews on the frontlines of the global struggle for
democracy from a poetry reading politician kidnapping general in madagascar and islamist torture victims in tunisia to
belarusian activists tailed by the kgb and tea sipping members of the thai junta from publisher description

Globalization of Criminal Justice 2017-05-15

the incredible tale of how ambitious oil rivals marcus samuel jr and henri deterding joined forces to topple the standard oil
empire marcus samuel jr is an unorthodox jewish merchant trader henri deterding is a take no prisoners oilman in 1889 john d
rockefeller is at the peak of his power having annihilated all competition and possessing near total domination of the market
even the u s government is wary of challenging the great anaconda of standard oil the standard never loses that is until
samuel and deterding team up to form royal dutch shell a riveting account of ambition oil and greed breaking rockefeller
traces samuel s rise from outsider to the heights of the british aristocracy deterding s conquest of america and the collapse
of rockefeller s monopoly the beginning of the twentieth century is a time when vast fortunes were made and lost taking
readers through the rough and tumble of east london s streets the twilight turmoil of czarist russia to the halls of the
british parliament and right down broadway in new york city peter doran offers a richly detailed fresh perspective on how
samuel and deterding beat the world s richest man at his own game

The Despot's Accomplice 2016

this analysis of the united states and energy security examines the close relationship between us military supremacy in oil rich
regions and america s maintenance of global power energy security generally evokes thoughts of american intervention in the
middle east to protect us interests in that region s oil rich fields doug stokes and sam raphael move beyond that framework to
consider us actions in latin america central asia and africa drawing on state and defense department records and other primary
sources and previous scholarship they show how us foreign policy since world war ii has sought to maintain a global energy
security regime that supports the nation s allies while maintaining american hegemony stokes and raphael explain how us
intervention in energy rich states insulates and stabilizes those nations transnationally oriented actors and political
economies and why american oil diversification strategy strengthens the country s position against rivals in the global
capitalist system they argue that counterinsurgency aid and other types of coercive us statecraft protect the recipient
states from an array of potentially revolutionary armed and unarmed internal social forces thereby securing the energy
supplies of nations deemed strategically important to the united states or its allies clear and accessible this cutting edge
contemporary policy analysis will engage scholars of us foreign policy and international relations as well as policymakers
grappling with the importance of energy security in today s world

Breaking Rockefeller 2016-05-24

the collapse of us global hegemony means that the future of global relations will be defined by an integrated and mutually co
operative world order of regions in which there are multiple centres of power these centres will continue to mature under the
ideology of regionalism and through the long historical process of regionalization

Global Energy Security and American Hegemony 2010-06-07

The Future of Global Relations 2009-06-22
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